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FOREWORD
Special Section on Networking Technologies for Overlay
Networks
An overlay network is a logical high-layer network built over the well-established IP network for creating new networkbased services. Owing to its capabilities of a flexible use of the underlying networks and fast deployment of new services, various overlay networking technologies like P2P (peer-to-peer network) and IP-VPN (virtual private network)
have been actively developed and introduced into the real world. However, at the same time, it is now recognized that
it has a large influence on the design and management methodologies of the underlying IP networks.
The purpose of this special section aims to present the latest trend of overlay networking technologies and to promote
further research and development in the field. Of course, a concept of overlay networking is not new in the layered
network architecture, and this section is devoted to the overlay network over IP. Accordingly, we excluded those papers treating traditional aspects of the overlay networks. Nevertheless, we had received 45 submissions. After careful
consideration and intensive review and discussion by the editorial committee, 17 papers have been selected for publication. Those papers cover central issues of new overlay networking technologies; resource finding/sharing/management,
routing protocols, traffic engineering, new services, and security. Two invited papers are also solicited to provide future
perspectives on overlay networks. The editorial committee hopes that these sophisticated papers will contribute to the
further progress of overlay networks and future rich network services.
Last, all members of the editorial committee, who volunteered from the Technical Committee on Information Networking and the Technical Committee on Communication Quality of the IEICE Communication Society, would like
to express our sincere appreciation to all of the authors and reviewers for their contributions to make this special section
a successful one.
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